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Abstract

Global-scale and local-scale dispersion model are developed combining to global and local scale

meteorological forecasting model. By applying this system to another miner constituent such as

mineral dust blowing by strong wind in ad region, this system shows very good performance to

watch and predict the distribution of it.
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1. Introduction
To evaluate a special and temporal distribution of radioactive nuclei emitted from various kinds

of atomic facilities, we develop two types of dispersion model, which is different in special scale for

simulation domain. One is a global scale, and another is a regional scale. By using a global dispersion

model we examine cross-boundary transport of radioactive nuclei, which becomes a big problem when

emission aount is large by an accident of atomic facilities. If the accident of atomic facilities is no so

big, problem is restricted in a limited area. In such case, regional dispersion model is used to simulate

fine distribution of radioactive nuclei around an atomic facility.

Accumulated radioactive nuclei in soil, which was formed by deposition processes from

atmosphere, becomes another new emission source through suspension processes occurred in ground

surface. In our model it can do simulate this processes.

2. Modeling

Usually dispersion model has two components. One is a meteorological model, which gives

meteorological fields, especially wind field to transport radioactive nuclei. Another one is a transport

model. This component has further three parts, which are emission part, advection part and deposition

part. Difference between global scale model and regional scale model is only in meteorological model.

2.1 Global scale dispersion model

To get meteorological fields, atmospheric general circulation model, which developed by a

climate research group in Meteorological Research Institute. Usually atmospheric model has a

systematic bias, thus wind fields shift different state from real observed state. We control this

systematic bias by nudging with observational meteorological data. So meteorological fields

reconstructed in atmospheric general circulation model have very near state to the observed one.
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Model's upper boundary is O.4hPa, so it includes the stratosphere. Thus this model can

simulate an exchange processes between the troposphere and the stratosphere, which is iportant

processes for longtime fall-out processes of radioactive nuclei.

Emission of radioactive nuclei from atomic facilities is given by emission scenario based on

the observation data or theoretical estimation. This processes is not so difficult in modeling.

Suspension processes from ground surface is affected by wind speed, atmospheric thermal stability,

surface conditions, such as ground-wetness, vegetation, snow-cover, etc. Our scheme is based on the

Gillette(1977), which emission amount is expressed as following equation,

E=C*U*U*(U-Ut).

C is a coefficient, which is a fitnetion of ground wetness, soil type, vegetation and snow-cover. U is a

wind velocity at ground surface, and Ut is a threshold velocity. Threshold velocity is a minimum

velocity to suspend a soil particle in which radioactive nuclei is included. This is also a fimction of

ground wetness, soil type, vegetation and snow-cover. Under usual condition, Ut is 6.5m/sec.

Diameter of eitted soil particle has very wide range. But for floating particle in the atmosphere

diameter is mainly from 01 micrometer to 10 micrometer, because of gravitational settlement and

limited diameter size of soil particle. In our model it divides IO bins from 0 I to IO micrometer.

As a deposition processes, we include gravitational settlement which is parameterized a

balance of gravitational fallout acceleration force and aerodynamic friction, and washout by rainfall.

To make a cloud particle, soil dust can act as condensation nuclei. Through this processes also removal

of soil-particle is occurred. But in our model this processes is not included.

2.2 Regional dispersion model

Regional dispersion model is only different in atmospheric simulation model from global

dispersion model. We use several regional meteorological models, which reconstruct meteorological

fields from wide scale (several thousand km) to very local scale (several 10 km). Initial condition and

lateral boundary condition are given from another wide-scaler meteorological model.

Dispersion part is almost same to the global dispersion model. Sometime we use a Lagrangian

transport model to know a trace of radioactive nuclei from emission point to deposition point. This

scheme is convenient to estimate a contribution of several emission points to an observed data.

3. Result

One good example for verification of model's accuracy is a simulation of Yellow sand

phenomena, which is often observed in East Asia. Nov 12th in this year, yellow sand phenomena is

widely observed in Japan (Figl. left). By using our global model, this event is well catch up from

almost 5days before (Fig I, right). We want to simulate all history of fall-out of radioactive nuclei from

1960-2000 by inputting the data of atomic bomb.
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Fig 1. Forecasting of dust event over Japan. Each leading time shows amost same pattern.

4. Conclusion
Global-scale and local-scalc dispersion model are developed combining to global and local scale

meteorological forecasting model.Byusingoptimal analysis data meteorological model is nudged and
produces meteorological fields which are very similar to the observation as same as forecasting fields.
Thus our system can do watching the present situation and future situation for the distribution of
radioactive nuclei. By applying this system to another miner constituent such as mineral dust blowing
by strong wind in ad region, this system shows very good performance to watch and predict the
distribution of it.
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